Lifetime limited warranty

90-day money-back guarantee

The Beam power unit body and filter are
warranted for as long as you own your
home. Motor and electrical components
are warranted for ten years on the Beam
Serenity® QS and seven years on the
Beam. Hoses, attachments and
accessories are warranted for three years
except for consumables such as light
bulbs and belts. Ask your Beam dealer for
complete warranty details.

If you, the original purchaser, are
not satisfied with the performance
of your new Beam system within
the first 90 days from the date of
purchase, your dealer will remove
the power unit and refund your
money. The 90-day money-back
guarantee applies to new and
complete installations only.

Fresh Thinking.

SOLD AND SERVICED BY:

beam.com
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Fresh Thinking. Built into
your home.
Can the way you clean the house give
your life peace? Health? Joy? It can if you
take a fresh approach to cleaning. It can
if you have a Beam®.

With the new generation of Beam Central
Vacuums nothing matches a Beam’s
cleaning power. With up to five times
more power than an ordinary upright or
canister vacuum a Beam removes 100%
of contacted dirt and dust.

It’s the most powerful, quietest, the only
central vacuum system clinically proven
to reduce allergy symptoms. It’s cleaner,
healthier living built-in. It’s fresh thinking
built-in. It’s Beam.

Everything’s Clean.
With each Beam® Power Team™ you get the

Nothing matches a Beam’s cleaning power

proper tools to clean anywhere dirt can hide.

except perhaps its ingenuity. We refined every

Carpet. Hardwoods. Tile. Stone. Stairs. Vents.

inch of the Beam Central Vacuum Systems

Nooks. Crannies. Up high. Down under. And

from adding an exlcusive patented Quiet Pak™

everywhere in between. For a total house clean.

sound insulation system that makes Beam the
quietest central vacuum system in the industry

The Beam® Q Power Team™
The quietest electric power brush
available, with three levels of height
adjustment providing Beam’s highest
level of carpet cleaning effectiveness.
The Beam® Q Power Team™ also
comes with On-Board tools that
include a dusting brush and crevice
tool that attach to the ultra handle, and
an additional upholstery brush and 14”
floor brush.

to the automatic self-cleaning design, featuring
self-cleaning vacuum filters from the makers of
GORE-TEX® fabric giving us the only central
vacuum to clinically reduce allergy symptoms.
The exclusive patented Quiet Pak™ Sound
Insulation System makes Beam the
quietest central vacuum available.
The high efficiency motor delivers powerful
cleaning for homes up to 15,000 sq. ft.
The self-cleaning filter from the inventors
of GORE-TEX® fabric allows the system to
work like new every time.
The On-Guard™ dirt receptacle is infused
with the anti-microbial agent AlphaSan®
preventing bacteria growth in the bucket.

By adding a KickSweep® automatic dustpan in the
kitchen or mudroom you get the ultimate cleaning
convenience. In addition, Beam offers specialized
attachments for cleaning vehicles, blinds, ceiling
fans and even your pets.

Professional installation or
do it yourself!

Your Beam® dealer can install a Beam
Central Vacuum System in your new or
existing home in just hours — with no
mess, no disturbance to your walls. With
Beam’s exclusive self-cleaning vacuum
filters from the inventors of GORE-TEX®
fabric, there’s no outside venting required.
Or you can install it yourself!

• Tubing installed through interior walls, attic,
basement and crawlspaces connects vacuum
inlets to the power unit/collection canister.
• Each strategically located inlet lets you vacuum
approximately 700-800 square feet.
• A Beam system can be installed in virtually any
home, new or old, usually in just hours.
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